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The second Naruto Box Set and the start of the Shippuden part of the story. This set features

volumes 28~48 at a substantial savings over buying them individually, along with an exclusive

mini-comic containing the pilot story of the series and a full-color, double-sided poster. It's been

more than two years since Naruto left to train with Jiraiya. Much has happened while he has been

away, and new threats to the ninja world have emerged. Can Naruto prove his worth and rescue his

friend Sasuke?
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I really appreciate having the option to purchase cheaper sets that save you a lot of money over

buying each volume individually. With that said, I've found that quite a few of the volumes in these

sets tend to have torn or scratched spines. I don't know if whoever is packing the books is not

paying attention to the quality of the books, they're purposely putting the more beat-up volumes, or

whether the spines suffer damage from the actual set-up of the box itself, but this is a bit annoying

to me. While this may not bother every individual, I am quite picky about the condition of my books.

However, they are perfectly readable and in new condition, so I suppose this is just a distinction that

I personally do not like.The box itself has, in my opinion, a much better design, with the older

Shippuuden characters nicely displayed. Besides 21 volumes, you also get a double-sided poster

featuring Sasuke and Naruto and a "pilot" chapter of Naruto showing Kishimoto's original formation

of the series. The box is also one horizontal shelf instead of two vertical shelves like the first set



(because it had more volumes, I suppose) which is easier to tote around, but kind of annoying when

configuring with the first set.

LOVE IT!!!

If you're planning on owning all 72 volumes then just buy this box set. It saves you money in the

long run. You really have to appreciate Kishimoto's art work. It is extremely high quality. His art is

one of the few that don't get worse as time goes on, instead you can actually see it improving. My

only knock on this product is that the translation is a bit off at some points. For example all the

senseis are referred to as "master" so instead of Kakashi - sensei it is "Master Kakashi" which is a

little annoying. Also instead of clone it's "doppel-ganger" so instead of shadow clone it would be

"shadow doppel-ganger".

It came in 13 days! So happy when I received it. When I opened the box, the set was surrounded by

paper but still, the edges were bent. Around rhe box set was plastic wrap. The Naruto set came with

a mini short pilot story. Opening the box set is a velcro attached to the box. The books were new

and had minor white marks on the top and bottom spines. There was a two sided poster with it

too!So this series start off with Homecoming, the start of the shippuden series. Vol 28-48, with the

whole arc about Akatsuki involvement and Sasuke's retrieval.

Awesome! I can't lie this was an awesome buy. You get 20 volumes for a much better price as

opposed to buying them individually. If your a huge Naruto fan DO NOT pass this up. A lot of great

arcs are in this series as well so you will not be disappointed.

This box set is a great deal, but buyer beware of the spines if you're particular with those. When I

opened it up nearly all the spines were beginning to or already peeling off at the top and bottom.

One volume was scrunched up at the corner and a few others had scratches.

Perfect for collectors!I got this for my boyfriends and boy was he in tears!Not only the casing is

unique and just plain cool, the price is pretty reasonable. Usually one novel would run anywhere

around $8-$10 and by getting the box set, you get them for about $5 a piece which saves a ton if

you plan to collect them all. Mine came in great condition, not a single fold or bend. Definitely would

recommend it to all you Narutards out there (:



This is a masterpiece of art and manga and well suited for collection love the Naruto box 1 and 3 is

a must to complete the set. Just blows my mind!The Handle is great on outdoors so much reading.
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